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Story

• Short novels offering girls to playfully learn reading at a young age

•  Strong characters invite children to a fantastic underwater world

• Colourful illustrations help the early reader to understand the story

• A magical friendship between a girl and a dolphin

• For first independent reading or reading aloud

Welcome to the magic kingdom of the dolphins! Glittering water fountains, shiny coral trees, and a palace

made from silvery shells: this is the home of Silver Fin. But this magic home is suddenly in great danger

when six of the magic pearls are stolen.

Together with the girl Marie Silver Fin sets out to retract the stolen pearls and restore order to the kingdom

of the dolphins.

This first collection entails the books 1-3:

The Dolphins’ Treasure of Light (Vol. 1)

In this first installment of the series, Marie and Silver Fin set off to retrace the first of the six stolen pearls.

Fantasy’s Spell (Vol. 2)

The second underwater adventure for dolphin Silver Fin and his friend Marie: far under the sea, they finally
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discover the second of the stolen pearls. But this pearl of fantasy is in the hands of an eight-legged being.

An exciting race against time starts…

Rescue of the Moon Fish (Vol. 3)

Marie and Silver Fin have to find the next magic pearl to rescue the Moon Fish. Without the pearl, the fish

will no longer be able to sing anymore and therefore lose their magic.

Karen Christine Angermayer

Karen Christine Angermayer started writing short stories at the age of 5. She wrote them in a special script

so nobody else could read it. Today she is the manager of a text agency and works free-lance as a ghost

writer and author. She lives with her family in a small village in Germany and enjoys the quiet life in the

nature.

Press commentaries

‘Funny and exciting.’ Donaukurier

‘With great illustrations. Perfect for first reading.’

Sandra Kremer on amazon.de
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More titles in this series

Silver Fin – The Party in the

Dolphin Palace (Vol. 6)

Silver Fin – The Dolphin's Cry

for Help (Vol.5)

Silver Fin – The Starfish’s

Pearl (Vol. 4)

Silver Fin – Rescue of the

Moon Fish (Vol. 3)

Silver Fin – The Dolphins'

Treasure of Lights (Vol. 1)

Silver Fin – Fantasy's Spell

(Vol. 2)
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